
Fatah: Guerrilla Warfare 

So if the Palestinians are going to liberate themselves, the question really is how. And the first 
answer that Fatah comes up with is through guerrilla war and an uprising in the West Bank and 
Gaza. And here, the model is what Fatah calls, "the legendary resistance of Algeria." And this is 
referring to the struggle of Algerian Muslims against the French between 1954 and 1962, where 
they end colonial rule and they establish a government that leads many people that had French 
citizenship to go back to the mainland of France.  
 
Now this attempt is an utter disaster. Fatah tries to establish cells on the West Bank, tries to 
have a clandestine network. But this network is quickly disrupted. Fatah, at the time, doesn't 
know even the basics about operational security. It naively assumes that the population will 
protect them. And Israeli intelligence quickly penetrates the various networks and arrests or 
otherwise disrupts them.  
 
But even more so, the logic of the uprising was flawed strategically. And there were two big 
problems with this. First was simply geography and terrain. If you look at Algeria, there are 
mountains in Algeria. There are places for guerrillas to hide and wage low level warfare while 
waiting out the forces they're opposing. This is not true in the West Bank, which is flat, which is 
much harder for anyone to hide.  
 
But an even bigger factor was the nature of Israeli society. The model in Algeria was that the 
settlers there-- as they called them even though many had been there for decades or families 
even for longer-- had somewhere to go to. They could go back to mainland France.  
 
And the Palestinians naively saw Israeli Jews as Europeans. And their view was, oh, they'll just 
pack up and go back if we heat up the pressure enough. But this is forgetting simply why the 
state of Israel existed. This is a state that came into being, in part, due to a long European 
history of anti-Semitism, in part, due to the Holocaust. So the idea that Israeli Jews were going 
pack up and go back simply because of violence and pressure was completely flawed from start 
to finish. 
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